[Value and significance of digital full-field mammography within the scope of mammography screening].
To evaluate the digital technique for screening mammography various experimental studies and clinical examinations were performed by using direct full-field digital mammography (FFDM). The findings concerning the detectability and characterization of microcalcifications and soft tissue masses as well as the radiation exposure were compared to the state-of-the-art conventional screen-film mammography (SFM). The results of these studies revealed a high performance of the digital images, which are at least equivalent to the conventional images, whereas digital spot views were significantly superior to conventional ones particularly in the detection of microcalcifications. This was especially true, when the potential of post-processing was used. In addition, the sensitivity of FFDM should be increased, if computer-aided-diagnosis (CAD) is available. Furthermore, the patient radiation dose can be significantly reduced. Additional advantages are quick and easy handling, efficient data transfer and digital archiving. Thus, FFDM will become an important tool in screening mammography.